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Figure 1: Argo Scholar visualizing a literature network of deep learning papers; nodes are papers and edges are citations. (A)

Graph Menu for starting new explorations, and saving and sharing user’s literature exploration snapshots as URLs. (B) Search
Bar for adding papers via keyword querying. (C) Paper Information Panel displays key information (e.g., paper title, abstract,

citation count). (D) Literature Exploration Dropdown for incrementally adding more citations or references. (E) Visualization
Customization Panel for modifying visual properties of the graph of papers (e.g., color, size, labeling).

ABSTRACT

Discovering and making sense of relevant literature is fundamental

in any scientific field. Visualization can aid this process; however,

existing tools’ adoption and impact are often constrained, such

as by their reliance on small, curated paper datasets that quickly
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become outdated or a lack of support for personalized exploration.

We introduce Argo Scholar, an open-source visualization tool

designed for interactive exploration of literature and easy sharing

of exploration results. Argo Scholar is tightly integrated with Se-

mantic Scholar’s live data of over 200 million papers, enabling users

to generate personalized literature exploration results in real-time

through flexible, incremental exploration, a common and effective

method for researchers to discover relevant work. A large-scale

user study of 122 participants from diverse backgrounds and ex-

periences showed that Argo Scholar is effective at helping users
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find related work and understand paper connections, and incremen-

tal graph-based exploration is effective across diverse disciplines.

Developed using modern web technologies, our tool is widely avail-

able at https://poloclub.github.io/argo-scholar and allows users to

easily share their literature search results as a URL.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing → Visualization systems and

tools; • Information systems → Open source software.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Discovering and making sense of relevant literature is fundamental

in any scientific field. Academic search engines [2, 19] are common

starting point [6, 12]; however, keyword searching does not pro-

vide users with all relevant papers [26], so incremental exploration,

a common and effective method where users iterate from famil-

iar (identified via search engines) to novel works while filtering

based on paper attributions [6, 21, 25, 29], is also employed [23, 24].

Visualization can aid this process [9, 11, 30], such as node-link

diagram-based tools that support the visual exploration of citation

networks with a bottom-up approach that allows users to grow

their own networks and understanding of its papers [1, 3, 7, 15, 25].

However, existing tools’ adoption and impact are often restricted

by a variety of drawbacks. Some tools are constrained by their

reliance on manually-curated paper datasets that were often small

and subsets of the available literature that quickly became outdated

[7, 15]. Others do not support incremental exploration [1]. Existing

tools often also do not provide users with the ability to organize

network exploration results to align with their evolving mental

schemas [1, 3, 15], potentially hindering their sensemaking process

[22]. Another challenge tools face is their barriers to access as

many are downloaded applications whose availability are subject to

computer system constraints [28], or are available only to user study

participants [25]. Addressing these common literature exploration

needs, we contribute:

• Argo Scholar, an open-source, web-based visualization

tool for interactive exploration of literature and easy shar-

ing of exploration results (Figure 1). Anyone can visualize

their literature networks by accessing Argo Scholar using their

web browser on desktops or laptops without the need for any

software installation or additional work associated with similar

tools [7, 25]. Argo Scholar is developed using modern web

technologies and is open-sourced under the permissive MIT li-

cense at https://github.com/poloclub/argo-scholar and is avail-

able for use at the public link: https://poloclub.github.io/argo-

scholar. For a demo video of our tool, please visit https://youtu.

be/z2RgSloW9P4.

• Incremental, flexible literature exploration with up-to-

date data. Argo Scholar connects to the live data of Semantic

Scholar [5, 19] via its API, gaining access to its 205 million in-

dexed papers (as of April 2022). Argo Scholar’s ability to query

and visualize up-to-date data in real-time overcomes major limi-

tations faced by prior tools proposed for literature sensemaking

that relied on manually-curated paper datasets that were often

small and quickly became outdated [7, 15, 28]. Users can add pa-

pers indexed by Semantic Scholar by either querying keywords

related to their interests, entering a paper’s unique CorpusID

(Figure 1B), or exploring citations and references based on select

properties such as citation count or relevance (Figure 1D).

• Easy sharing of literature exploration results.Argo Scholar

allows users to share as many snapshots of their literature net-

works and visualizations as a URL or IFrame web-embedded

application (Figure 1A) stored on the cloud at no cost to users.

By accessing a shared link, researchers can build upon existing

exploration progress to discover more relevant papers and grow

their body of knowledge [6]. JSON snapshots that store the in-

formation of explorer papers and their connections can also be

embedded in Jupyter Notebooks [16] or blog posts and personal

websites through HTML IFrames.

• Large-scale user study with 122 participants. We evaluated

Argo Scholar with participants from much more diverse back-

grounds and research experiences and at a scale a magnitude

larger than previous studies of literature exploration tools [7, 25].

Our study showed that our tool is effective at helping users find

related work and understand connections among papers, and in-

cremental graph-based exploration is effective across disciplines.

2 ARGO SCHOLAR SYSTEM DESIGN

Argo Scholar builds on our early prototype [17]. The following

sections describe howArgo Scholar’s system components support

the incremental finding and understanding of relevant research.

2.1 Initializing and Displaying Paper Relations

Argo Scholar’s main view displays current papers as a citation

network in the form of a node-link diagram, where nodes repre-

sent papers and citations represent edges. The Graph Menu (Fig-

ure 1A) allows users to generate a new citation network, resume

a previously saved snapshot with the same positioning and user

customization, or build upon different samples of pre-generated

citation networks. Through the Search Bar (Figure 1B), users can
search for and add any of the 200 million plus papers indexed by Se-

mantic Scholar by querying keywords or a paper title or inputting

a specific paper’s unique CorpusID [19]. Users can add new pa-

pers into their citation network at any point in their exploration

process, allowing users to expand their indexed papers without

restriction or even locate intersectional papers. Edge directionality

(from citing to cited) can be toggled for a more detailed overview of

the relationships among and within clusters of publications. Argo

Scholar is able to smoothly render hundreds of papers and their

relationships due to being built with WebGL to render graphs.
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2.2 Incremental Exploration

Due to the effectiveness of incremental exploration as a technique

usedwhen discovering relevantwork [7, 15, 30],Argo Scholar sup-

ports this literature sensemaking strategy through the exploration

of current papers’ citations and references. Users can right-click

on a given paper multiple times to iteratively add five more of its

citations (sorted by relevance, most influenced
1
, citation count, or

recency) or references (by relevance, most influenced, or recency)

[5] each time via the Exploration Dropdown (Figure 1D) menu
2
. To

improve label readability, newly-added papers are aligned vertically,

with citations on the right side of the selected paper, and references

on the left. Citation edges between non-selected and newly-added

papers are automatically added to the visualization. Users can also

prune their networks by hiding unwanted papers.

2.3 Accessing Paper Information and

Customizing Graph Visualizations

The Paper Information Panel (Figure 1C) shows key information

for a highlighted or hovered-over paper, e.g., paper title, abstract,

authors, citation count, publication venue, publication year, and

the URL to its Semantic Scholar page (for full paper PDF, figures,

etc.). Such information helps researchers in literature sensemaking

[14]. A variety of visual properties of the nodes, edges, and node

labels can be customized via the Customization Panel (Figure 1E).
Nodes can be colored and sized through global rules based on paper

attributes such as citation count or graph statistics such as Pagerank,

and users can specify the size, color, label, and shape of individual

or groups of papers to facilitate the compartmentalization of papers.

The force-directed algorithm can also be toggled to help generate

aesthetically-pleasing layouts of visible nodes.

2.4 Saving and Sharing Progress

Argo Scholar allows users to save and share their literature explo-

ration as a snapshot that stores all the literature network data (e.g.,

explored papers, their connections, and attributes) and visualization

customizations (e.g., node positioning and visibility, color and size

rules, labels) via the Graph Menu (Figure 1A) to support collabora-

tion [26]. Users have two options when saving and sharing their

exploration snapshots: locally on their device or in the cloud. If

users opt for the first option, they will download the JSON file and

then upload it to Argo Scholar whenever they wish to resume

their sensemaking progress. Or, users can save their snapshots to

Argo Scholar’s server for free, enabling them to share their lit-

erature network as a custom URL, bypassing the need to save and

store JSON files. Saving the snapshot to Argo Scholar’s servers

also grants the ability to embed the literature network as either an

HTML IFrame or a Jupyter Notebook IFrame [16].

2.5 Open-source Implementation

Argo Scholar is open-sourced and hosted at https://poloclub.

github.io/argo-scholar as a Github page and runs on all modern

web browsers (e.g., Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Edge), broadening its

access. Developed using modern web technologies, Argo Scholar

1
Citations that indicate that the cited work is used or extended in the new effort [27]

2
Semantic Scholar supports 100 requests per 5 minutes per IP address

provides users with new features critical for literature sensemaking

(e.g., incremental exploration, live connection to Semantic Scholar’s

Corpus API endpoint [19]) while inheriting Argo Lite’s core graph

visualization capabilities built with React, Blueprint for UI, MobX

state management, and Three.js WebGL graph rendering [18]. The

Github page includes documentation on how to develop and deploy

Argo Scholar, enabling tailored use-cases built on top of the ex-

isting application. Users are encouraged to open pull requests and

Github issues with feature suggestions and implementations. Argo

Scholar’s open-sourced nature is one primary differentiating fac-

tor from other existing tools and aims to provide higher levels of

accessibility and ease of use than current paper visualization tools.

3 EVALUATION

We conducted a large-scale user study with 122 participants to eval-

uate Argo Scholar’s usability and investigate how participants

interact with the features offered to explore literature networks

and find relevant work. We recruited U.S.-based participants from

Prolific, an online crowdsourcing platform designed specifically

for academic research. The participants had diverse knowledge

backgrounds and research experiences (Table 1). They had at least

one year of research experience. 76 are current students, and 46 are

not currently enrolled. For the highest education level completed

(or currently completing), 21 listed Doctorate, 42 Master’s, 44 Bach-

elor’s, 12 high school graduates or the equivalent, and 3 others

(JD, MD, and DDS). Notably, 3 participants were professors, and 2

were postdoctoral researchers. All participation was voluntary and

anonymous. The study was approved by Georgia Tech’s IRB, with

survey responses and logged tool interactions stored in accordance

with official institute policy.

3.1 Procedure

After participants signed their consent forms electronically and

filled out their background questionnaire, they were provided with

a short tutorial video (1 minute 23 seconds) highlighting the fea-

tures that Argo Scholar provides. Participants were then asked to

answer two simple multiple-choice questions to ensure an under-

standing of the instructions. Those who answered both correctly

within three attempts were allowed to continue the study. Partici-

pants were then asked to use the tool for at least 10 minutes to build

their own literature network, based on a topic of their choosing.

Their resulting network must have included at least 10 relevant

papers, and they were encouraged to include more. After explo-

ration, the participants submitted their result snapshot as a URL (as

described in subsection 2.4). Finally, participants were asked to fill

out a survey regarding the usability of the tool and its features. The

study took no more than 20 minutes to complete; many participants

chose to explore the tool for longer. Each qualified participant was

compensated $4 with a bonus of $2 for networks that demonstrated

a clear effort to use the tool to discover relevant papers.

3.2 Results and Lessons Learned

Usability and usefulness are sustained at a large scale. Figure 2

summarizes the results of the exit survey of 5-point Likert-scale

questions regarding the utility and usefulness of Argo Scholar’s

features. Overall, the results were positive and very encouraging
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Usability Evaluation

Easy to use 

Easy to understand

Enjoyable to use

Would like similar software

Helped find related work

Helped understand relation

1
Disagree Neutral Agree

5432

3.74

4.11

4.13

4.48

4.30

3.70

Feature Usefulness

Graph View

Exploration Dropdown

Paper Information Panel

Saving and Sharing

Node Appearance Cust. 

1
Disagree Neutral Agree

5432

4.64

4.58

4.37

3.91

4.12

Figure 2: Average ratings from 122 participants regarding the

usability and usefulness of Argo Scholar. Most participants

found Argo Scholar provided an easy and enjoyable way to

find related work and understand relations between papers

and rated the Exploration Dropdown, Paper Information

Panel, and Saving and Sharing features the most favorably.

given that our study, with 122 participants, is at a scale that is signif-

icantly larger than previous studies [7, 25] and that Argo Scholar

was not designed as a walk-up-and-use system. Participants favor-

ably rated Argo Scholar as enjoyable to use and that they would

like to use software similar to Argo Scholar in the future. They

were particularly positive about Argo Scholar’s ability to help

them find related work (at 4.48/5) and understand how papers are

related to each other (4.30/5). All key features of Argo Scholar

were rated above a 4 except for the Node Appearance Customization
panel. Exploration Dropdown was rated the highest (at 4.64/5). One

general trend observed was that current students rated the tool

higher for almost all categories compared to those who were not

currently enrolled. We hypothesize this may be due to a greater

need or desire for such a research tool. Participants in the humani-

ties sometimes commented on a lack of papers available, which is

indicative of the topics that Semantic Scholar may skew towards.

Incremental graph-based exploration is effective for diverse

disciplines. Due to Argo Scholar’s web-based deployment and

live connection to the 200M papers on Semantic Scholar, we are able

to evaluate the literature search approach based on incremental

exploration with participants frommuch more diverse backgrounds

and research experiences (Table 1) and at a scale that is a magnitude

larger than previous studies [7, 13, 25]. Our results reaffirm that the

incremental exploration technique generally works for participants

across a wide range of disciplines and helps them find related work

and understand relationships between such articles. For example,

a biological sciences participant commented “...it helped me to find
some relevant papers I hadn’t come across yet. This site could be very
helpful for my dissertation.” This notion was supported by a speech-
language pathology participant: “I have never been able to map out
citations and references for research papers so quickly in an organized
fashion.”
No one-size-fits-all tool for literature exploration. Many par-

ticipants enjoyed the node-link diagram display of their citation

Table 1: Participant background organized by National Sci-

ence Foundation (NSF) research areas [4]

.

NSF Research Category No.

Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences (SBE) 51

Biological Sciences (BIO) 24

Computer and Information Science and Engineering (CISE) 21

Engineering (ENG) 9

Mathematical and Physical Sciences (MPS) 6

Education and Human Resources (EHR) 5

Integrative Activities (OIA) 3

Environmental Research and Education (ERE) 2

Geosciences (GEO) 1

networks. For example, a Doctor of Medicine participant proclaimed

“Love the node aspect and makes showing connections to other papers
super easy!” And a professor participant commendedArgo Scholar

for being “...a nice tool to visualize the literature and I could see myself
using this and showing it to graduate students to help them with their
literature reviews.”. Some were not as receptive to such visualization:

“This type of visualization is really not how my mind works. I can
see that it could be very powerful for some people, though”. A few

participants also noted that Argo Scholar “seemed a little difficult
to use at first, but after a few minutes ... everything become more
enjoyable” ; however, it is encouraging that participants who did

face a learning curve still found the system useful and enjoyable.

Novel feature requests and inspirations for literature explo-

ration tools. Many participants expressed explicit interest in a

novel feature that supports “make my own ... lines to connect some
of my own connections” to express their views of how papers are

related. Participants also asked for a “sticky note function” prevalent
in only a handful of tools [10, 25]. We also note the high rating and

feedback (e.g., Very easy to publish ... Can save lots of time working
with my colleagues) and suggest that sharing functions could be

valuable additions to literature exploration tools. These suggestions

reinforce the need for certain functions and provide inspirations

for future work. Many of these suggestions were not reported in

previous research studies [7, 20, 25], and we attribute such findings

to the increased scale and diversity provided by our study [8].

4 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We introduce Argo Scholar, an open-sourced, web-based visu-

alization tool that allows users to interactively and incrementally

explore literature to gain insight and uncover relevant work. Users

can access our tool using their web browser without the need for

any software installation, easily share their exploration results, and

connect directly to Semantic Scholar’s live database of more than

200 million papers. Through large-scale user evaluations, we show

the effectiveness of Argo Scholar in helping users understand pa-

per connections within a field while enabling freedom in exploring

further and distilled lessons learned from our study. We note that

our usage of Semantic Scholar’s database may result in the inherent

increased availability of papers in the sciences for our tool, so future

workwill be focused on finding sources that supplement humanities

research areas and implementing our participants’ suggestions. We

look forward to more students, researchers, and practitioners adopt-

ing Argo Scholar to help their literature reviews and searches

and make sense of literature across disciplines.
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